Stable and Local Reservoirs of *Mycobacterium ulcerans* Inferred from the Nonrandom Distribution of Bacterial Genotypes, Benin

Appendix 1

Supplementary Methods

Bacterial Isolates and Patients

This study was performed by working closely with the CDTLUB of Pobè. This specialized hospital has been actively monitoring the disease since 2006 and has collected substantial epidemiologic data (age, sex, village/city of residence, etc.). Indeed, between 2006 and 2015, the CDTLUB of Pobe diagnosed and treated 1761 PCR-confirmed Buruli ulcer cases coming from Oueme (63%), Plateau (28%) and Nigeria (9%).

Genome Sequencing

DNA sequencing of 179 samples was undertaken using either an Illumina MiSeq or HiSeq with Nextera XT DNA preparation kit (Illumina, San Diego, California) and 29 strains was performed using Ion Torrent S5XL with IonXpress Plus Fragment Library kit (Life Technologies, California). The quality of raw reads was assessed using FastQC v0.11.7 (1). DNA sequences have been submitted to the public Sequence Read Archive (SRA) -NCBI open access database. All genomes possessed a mean sequencing coverage superior to 30 reads and less than 20% of the bacterial chromosome was covered by less than 15 reads for efficient variant discovery. Prior to further analysis, reads were cleaned using Trimmomatic v0.36 (2). Reads were filtered to remove potentials adapters, ambiguous and unidentified base calls or any reads inferior to 35bp as well as portion of reads whose average quality drops below 15 on a 4-base wide sliding window. During mapping of reads on the reference genome, the repetitive and ubiquitous IS2404 and IS2606 genomic elements were hard-masked and consequently eliminated because of the unreliability of mapping on repetitive and mobile regions.
Multinomial Spatial Scan Statistic

The method uses a circular window of varying radius centers at each location that moves across the map so that, at any given position, the window includes different sets of neighboring residencies. At each position, the radius of the circular window varies repeatedly from zero up to a predefined maximum radius, corresponding to a window including 50% of the total study population. This method allows the circular window to continuously vary in both location and size, thereby creating a large number of distinct potential clusters. The detection of clusters was performed by comparing the number of cases within the window with the number expected if cases were randomly distributed in space, using a multinomial model (3). The unit of space was defined by the coordinates of the patient's villages. Clusters were scanned where specific genotypes of *M. ulcerans* were more or less prominent, i.e., areas where the observed number of cases differs from the expected number of cases. The significance of the identified clusters was tested with a likelihood ratio test and statistical inference for the spatial clusters was evaluated based on a Monte Carlo hypothesis test with 999 replications.

Statistical Analysis and Performance Metrics

Comparisons of the expected genotype distribution inside each statistically significant clusters found in SatScan with the genotype distribution of the second set of sequencing were performed by calculating accuracy and Matthews correlation coefficient on confusion matrices. Accuracy measures the fraction of all instances that are correctly categorized while Matthews correlation coefficient summarizes the overall correlation like the Pearson correlation coefficient (4) and thus possesses the same interpretation (5).
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Appendix 1 Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree showing the relationship between the genomes from our study 
and genomes obtained from two other studies performed in central and West Africa. Genomes from the 
Mu_A2 lineage were obtained from the NCBI Sequence Read Archive, accessible under the BioProject 
accession PRJNA313185, declares country of origin is precised for each genome. The genomes from the 
Agogo lineages were obtained from the BioProject PRJEB8235 and are all coming from Ghana.
Appendix 1 Figure 2. Flowchart of genotyping strategy with their specific genomic variant. This chart provides a comprehensive method based on a specific number of genomic position to use to assign a strain to its genotype. Nucleotide substitutions for genotypes are highlighted in yellow.

Appendix 1 Figure 3. Gene distribution based on functional annotation. A) Distribution of all annotated genes (4771) by BURUlist of M. ulcerans. Each gene belongs to one of the functional categories. B) Distribution of genes with at least one SNP (1173) in each functional category.